
UNIT 4
- - - -

Parts

- - - - - - - - - สาระการเรียนรู้

1. สว่นต่าง ๆ ของจกัรยาน
2. การสนทนาเรือ่งยางรัว่ ยางแบน
3. ค าศพัทเ์กีย่วกบัสว่นต่าง ๆ ของรถยนต์
4. การตัง้ค าถามเมือ่ไมท่ราบชือ่ของสิง่ของหนึ่ง ๆ
5. หลอดเรอืงแสงหรอืหลอดฟลอูอเรสเซนต์
6. การแสดงหลกัฐานการเรยีนรูด้ว้ยตนเอง และการใช้
เทคโนโลยสีารสนเทศสบืคน้และฝึกฝนการใชภ้าษาองักฤษ



Activity 1 Starting Up

Practice A Listen and repeat the bicycle parts after the CD.



Saddle = __________ tire = __________ 
chain = __________ valve = __________ 
front brakes = __________ pedal = __________ 
rear brakes = __________ handlebars = __________ 

Practice B How do you say each part of the bicycle in the Thai language? Write 
its meaning.

Practice C Discuss with your friends why the word handlebars ends with s.



Activity 2 Listening & Speaking

Practice A Listen to their conversation. 



Spare tire

Practice B Listen to some interesting words from the above conversation. Then 
repeat after the CD.

Front tire Rear tire Punctured tire Flat tire

Practice C How do you say the words from Practice B in the Thai language? Discuss 
with your friends. 

Spare tire = __________
Front tire = __________
Rear tire = __________
Punctured tire = __________
Flat tire = __________



Practice D Write short answers to these questions about the conversation in 
Practice A.

1. Who had a flat tire?

2. Did Amy have a puncture?

3. Where did Bob keep his spare tire?

4. Did Bob replace the flat tire by himself?

5. How long did it take Bob to replace the punctured tire?



Practice E Which situation is very likely to cause a flat tire?

Driving an old car

Driving over a nail

Driving past the ex-girlfriend’s house

Driving over a can of coke

Driving a long way to Chiang Mai



Practice F Rewrite these sentence using the British spelling of tire.  

1. I had a flat tire on my way 
home.

2. My father keeps a spare tire in the back of the car



Activity 3 Vocabulary

Practice A Look at the picture of car exterior. Then listen and repeat the words after the CD.

Practice B How do you say the parts of car’s exterior in the Thai language. Write the 
meanings in the blanks.

Windshield = __________ trunk = __________
License plate = __________ bumper = __________
Petrol cap = __________ tire = __________
Hood = __________ aerial = __________



Car interior ค าศพัทเ์กีย่วกบัสว่นประกอบภายในของรถ

Practice C Look at the picture of car interior. Then listen and repeat the words after the CD.



Practice D How do you say the parts of car’s interior in the Thai language. Write the 
meanings in the blanks.

Steering wheel
glove compartment
Driver’s seat
sun visor
Passenger seat
rear view mirror
Gear level
handbrake



Activity 4 Language Focus

It is called a ค านามเอกพจน์
an

They are called ค านามพหพูจน์

ค าตอบ

What is this called?
that

What are these called?
those

ค าถาม



Practice A Complete the questions and answers with the words in the box. 



Activity 5 Reading & Writing

Practice A Read the passage about a fluorescent light. Then answer the 
questions in Practice B.



Practice B Write short answers to these questions from the above 
passage.

1. Where can you find fluorescent lighting?
2. Which part of fluorescent lighting functions as a current limiter?

Practice C How do you say electrical current in the Thai language?



Activity 6 Progress Check & Independent Study

Check A Write the bicycle parts that you have learned in 
this unit.

Check C What is the British spelling of tire?

Check D Give some examples of car parts. Write them separately for car exterior and car 
interior.

Check B What is this called in English? 


